An article from the Observer discusses the second straw poll for Student Body President, indicating a tightening of the race. The poll results show that Phil McKenna has slightly decreased his lead, with John Mroz gaining more support, especially among the seniors. The article also touches on the candidates' campaign stances on co-education and minority enrollment, with both candidates expressing support for co-education but differing on the pace of change. The article concludes with a note about the upcoming second debate between the candidates and the possible outcomes of the election.
Kendall suggests new position

Student Body Presidential hopeful Mike Kendall announced that he would establish the office of "Student Advocate" if elected SBP. The office would be filled by the Student Life Commission. Kendall stated that the "purpose of the Advocate will be to provide the students with information about anything from grade changes to what the Student Union is doing."

The candidate added that the office would "provide the students with a place to take any complaints about student life." "If elected SBP," he announced, "the Advocate will be to the office of "Student Advocate" and "will be filled by the Student Life Commissioner."

Kendall stated that the "key role" of the proposed office as keeping "student government from turning professional as it has in the past."

In an additional statement, Kendall said that he would definitely work for an increased minority enrollment at Notre Dame. "I am not speaking only of Blacks, but of all minority groups," Kendall stated. "You cannot have a real community without including these groups."

He commented that the minority groups on campus should be used in the increasing minority enrollment. Referring specifically to minority students, Kendall said, "The Afro-American Society would be an excellent organization through which this (the increase of Black enrollment) can be accomplished. Only Blacks can fully understand the Black problem and only they can interest other Blacks in coming to Notre Dame."

Kendall added that he would like to see black enrollment increased to "around ten or eleven percent."

In a written statement last night, SBP hopeful Mike Kendall outlined his opposition to the Hall Presidents' Council's "concept of autonomy."

Summer sports camp announced;

To be conducted by ND coaches, the Notre Dame coaching staff, assisted by University athletes, will include football, basketball, tennis, baseball, track, swimming, golf, weight-lifting, fencing, and basketball.

Lynn Haglund, a former Miss America and starring in the movie "The Four poster," will be camp director. Haglund will assist the Notre Dame coaching staff, featuring instruction by the Notre Dame coaching staff, featuring instruction by University athletes, on football, basketball, track, swimming, golf, weight-lifting, fencing, and basketball.

Narcotics, under the supervision of the Notre Dame coaches, will be open to girls as well as boys.

---

Egyptian chief of staff killed

CAIRO (UPI) - The Egyptian chief of staff, Gen. Abdul Monim Rida, was fatally wounded yesterday during a meeting of army commanders in the Egyptian capital.

Rida was second in command of Egypt's armed forces and Egypt's top military strategist.

It was not immediately announced at which location along the waterway Rida was hit, but Egypt each accused the other of provoking a second straight day of cross-border incursions that reportedly raged along a 120 mile stretch from Kantara in the northern canal segment to Port Said at its southern terminus.

Rida was appointed chief of staff in a major overhaul of Egypt's military command following the disastrous Arab defeat at the hands of the Israelis in June, 1967.

During the six day war, Rida commanded the joint Egyptian Jordanian command which set up the Suez Harbor and finally laid siege to the Israeli-held area.

Rida trained as an antiaircraft gunner with the British forces during World War II, but got most of his later training from the Russians.

Apollo 9 takes seventh day rest

SPACE CENTER, Houston (UPI) - The Apollo 9 astronauts, sleeping soundly as they missed their first wake up call, spent a relatively leisurely seventh day in space yesterday, taking pictures like tourists and enjoying morning Cup O' Joe.

James A. McDivitt, David Scott and Russell Schweickart were relaxed and happy and their work periods were punctuated by easy banter with ground controllers.

At one point a flight surgeon radioed up to Scott that the astronaut hadn't been feeling well this morning for his heartbeat and Scott shot back: "Dr. Scott thanks you. I've been looking for a new job."

A ground communicator Stuart Roosa, also an astronaut, plunged into the banter: "The surgeons say they'll put you to work. I can just see the headlines now: "Scott Quitting Space Program.""

On the ground, their wives and children attended church to pray for safe conclusion of the 10 day earth orbiting mission scheduled to end Thursday with splashdown in the Atlantic about 800 miles East of Bermuda.

Battles rage on two fronts near Saigon

SAIGON (UPI) - U.S. forces trying to break the back of the Communist offensive battled North Vietnamese and Viet Cong troops in heavy fighting on two fronts near Saigon yesterday. U.S. B-52 jets saturated the jungles around the city with tons of bombs.

Elements of the 1st Brigade, 1st U.S. Air Cavalry Division fought a three hour battle with more than 100 North Vietnamese regulars in an area about 50 miles northwest of Saigon.

U.S. spokesmen said 14 Americans were killed and 31 wounded against Communist forces of 34 dead in the battle that ended about 6 a.m.

Nine members of a U.S. 1st Infantry Division unit were killed and at least 11 wounded in another predawn fight 12 miles southeast of Saigon in a marshy area east of Nha Be, American headquarters said.

There was no report on Communist casualties.

Nixon holds ABM meeting in Florida

KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. (UPI) - President Nixon, nearing a personal decision on a deployment of the so-called antiballistic missile (ABM), held an unusual meeting yesterday on the problem with key White House aides.

The Chief Executive discussed his conclusion on the controversial Sentinel Defense System for two hours with staff members at his bushheadquarters.

Soaking up the sunshine under tropical blue skies and gently waving palm trees, Nixon also studied papers flown in from Washington which apparently included a report from Secretary of State William P. Rogers on his Saturday talks with Soviet Ambassador Anatoly F. Dobrynin.

The Florida White House had no immediate comment other than to point to the Rusk Dobrynin two hour meeting Saturday.

Nixon outlined the possibility of a bilateral meeting with the Soviet Union when he met recently with European leaders. He sought their approval of a summit session, and apparently got it.

Survey shows nuclear ratification near

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Ratification of the treaty to stop the spread of nuclear weapons is now all but assured, a United Press poll showed yesterday.

Survey shows that the two Senate floors are almost deadlocked 51-49 for treaty, with 20 undecideds and the nonrespondents were virtually certain proponents of the "yes" column.

The ABM will require underground daily during the college semester and vacations by the students of the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $10 from The Observer, Box 12, Notre Dame Ind., 46556. Second class postage paid, Notre Dame Ind. 46556.
Editorial

Scholastic

There seem to be several false stories circulating around the campus concerning the origin and authorship of the Scholastic's editorial endorsement of Phil McKenna which appeared in the last Friday's issue of the magazine.

In order to explain the procedures that preceded this editorial, I have to go back for a few lines to last year's SIR race.

During that campaign three senior editors of the Scholastic (the editor-in-chief, the managing editor, and the one associate editor) "somewhat hesitatingly" endorsed Pat Dowd in the pages of the magazine, without formally recognizing the opinions of any of the other editors of the magazine. Since the overwhelming majority of the other editors and staff members did not support Pat Dowd, the three junior editors released a statement on that same day, endorsing the other major candidate, Richard Rosier. Subsequently, these editors were fired by the editor-in-chief, who was in turn faced with the defection of most of the regular staff members, who refused to work on the magazine until those editors were reinstated.

In order to avoid another such crisis this year and, more importantly, in order to assure that the opinions of all of the most important members of the magazine were formally represented, we revised the composition of the editorial board this year. There were thirteen members on the board, all of the editors who are finally responsible for the content of the magazine, no matter what year they are in.

We spent two full days interviewing the announced candidates and deciding on the final endorsement. The decision was not easy; we spent long hours discussing the strong and weak points of the candidates. Nor was it unanimous; since our editorial board is probably a lot like the rest of the campus, a mixture of moderates and radicals, of conservatives and liberals. But I must say, in as unmilitary and dispassionate a manner as possible, as a simple statement of fact, if you will, that Phil McKenna did receive a clear majority of the votes cast.

Following the vote I asked Joel Garreau, the managing editor, and Tom Henahan, an associate editor, supporting McKenna, to write the editorial endorsing McKenna. These two editors wrote the endorsement themselves, and I printed it, after consulting with the other editors to make sure that it was a fair representation of the final decision.

It is unfortunate that some people have tried so hard to discredit and distort the significance of the editorial, since I am satisfied that it was in no way an extreme or peripheral opinion, but rather, on the contrary, an accurate reflection of the combined opinion of the board, which, as I have said, is made up of widely divergent opinions and ideas.

Samarand

Editor:

Now that Shadowman, that mysterious quantity who is anchoring our executive branch with his mere mass until the American people can elect a president, and his faithful Greek companion Spragnew have indicated their belief in what I have long suspected— that our beloved president is another chairman of the board, the great straight leader is no doubt heartened to note that, to use a Joycean pun, the ayes of taxes ear open jaws.

I call down a whole flock of Timothy Westmans on my position, running at me with poor grammar and parochial ideas of maturity, I ought to point out that I am not entirely out of sympathy with eitherFather Hesburgh or his latest term paper. He is, whatever his faults, neither unintelligent nor vulgar, which is more than can be said for most SDS members. He's done a good deal for Dome Tech and if it ever gets to be really good, a lot of the credit will be his.

While I'm not much concerned with Bob Narakis's right to become a spy, I believe that confrontation politics is self indulgent and has tended to deaden the average good American's sense of the moral issues involved in Vietnam, welfare, and human rights. It deserves to be stopped, not because it is objectively an infringement on the laws of a bad system, but because it does bad things to the people who start it and worse things to the people who are called in to stop it.

But all in all, I question whether it was worth the printing costs, this grand effort to keep John Mroz (who is nothing if not身体健康) from electing a president, and his faithful Greek companion Spragnew have indicated their belief in what I have long suspected—that our beloved president is another chairman of the board, the great straight leader is no doubt heartened to note that, to use a Joycean pun, the ayes of taxes ear open jaws.

I ask William Cullen, the editor-in-chief, to write the report on that same day, endorsing Pat Dowd in the pages of the magazine.

Scholastic

J OEL GARREAU

Executive Editor

SCHOLASTIC

THE 1969
NOTRE DAME
COLLEGIATE JAZZ FESTIVAL

Friday and Saturday, March 14 and 15, 1:30 and 7:30 p.m., Stepan Center

Judges: Clark Terry, Thad Jones, Dan Morgenstern, Ernie Wilkins, Gary McFarland, Sonny Stitt

The Best of the nation's college jazz groups compete for instrument prizes, cash awards, trophies, and a trip to the Newport Jazz festival, Newport, Rhode Island for the Best Overall Jazz Group.

Tickets: Afternoon Sessions, $1.00. Evening Sessions, $3.00. All-Sessions Ticket, $4.50.
Available in the Dining Halls, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
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McKenna

This year there are twelve students officially running for Student Body President, all duly registered, having dutifully returned petitions with the required number of signatures.

All but about half of a dozen are campaigning on absurdity tickets or not campaigning at all. Perhaps they feel that Student Government is a game, and that accordingly it deserves some humor.

Or perhaps they feel that to campaign for Student Body President is to campaign for nothing. Perhaps they feel that recent actions of Father Hesburgh and Father Joyce casts doubts on the effectiveness of students in influencing University policy.

The OBSERVER has always felt that Student Government is more than a game, but especially now when the students can help direct and certainly influence the sometimes effective Student Life Council. Students are the primary force on this campus in effecting change and in the past several years they have made them.

Last week the SLC approved two proposals dealing with Hall Life which arose from a study of Hall Life. One of the primary figures in the drafting of that report was Phil McKenna, the man the OBSERVER confidently and unreservedly endorses for Student Body President.

Through his actions as Chairman of the Hall Presidents' Council McKenna has shown his willingness to undertake tasks important to the furtherance of student influence at the University. We are impressed with his eventual goal of the creation of a University Senate, including students, which would rule not only on student affairs but on the business of the entire University community.

We are also encouraged by the fact that he sees the hall as the foundation upon which student life and participation in the University must be based. McKenna and his running mate Fred Dedrick are men of integrity, as their actions of the past have proven beyond a doubt.

We feel that this next year, in which there are sure to be more confrontations between students and administrators, we can find no better leader than Phil McKenna, who will not compromise his principles and who has courage enough to act on them.

McKenna's foresight and ability to understand the thinking and the problems of all facets of the University, black and white, right and left, are his most impressive credentials and they are the ones which earn him our endorsement.

We also gave serious consideration to the programs and campaign of John Mroz. However we felt McKenna was more experienced in the actual politics of Student Government, while in the past Mroz has been involved in the Sophomore Literary Festival and the Academic Commission, supposedly non-political positions.

We were also somewhat dismayed with the outcome of the recently aborted Pornography and Censorship Conference. Although he may not have been totally to blame, Mroz was certainly responsible for placing men who are ever gullible enough to fall for it. The exact same three heroes would perplex the most brilliant set of minds anywhere.

We endorse Phil McKenna, who has effectively furthered the concept of student power in the past, and who we are confident is the most able and willing to do so in the future as Student Body President.

Tom Ehrbar

Mail-order SBP

On a given hall bulletin board, you can occasionally brilliant, political graffiti—i.e., "Mroz-Jones for community action", "McKenna-Dedrick for an active community", "Watson speaks tonight!" "South" "Bring back Mroz", "Aye for Apt's take", "Follow the band at 7:00", an anonymous "to-your mother", and a gloopy imitation of an inspiring tune running across campus like a pair of political Gary Cooper's from High Noon—hidden far beneath are these handy little summer employment packets.

It's all a racket, of course. You're supposed to scribble your name and address onto a tiny coupon, pop it into an envelope with a few rare coins, and mail it away forever to some national agency (isn't everything these days?) located around Denver (isn't everything these days?), which in turn, generously rushed an elaborate catalog along your way, complete with summer job listings. Only the naive and willless are ever gallant enough to fall for it. The exact same catalog, you see, sells for half the price in the bookstore, marked up 25%.

I pulled my catalog out of the mail yesterday, and now its pages are darkly crinkled, having been frantically worked over by my nimble fingers in a frenzious search for summer employment. For those of you who never see beyond the Mroz et al literature, or who have relinquished their franchise (or ballot), or who just don't give a damn, permit me to inform you of my findings. There is an ardent need this summer for dude ranchers, smokejumpers, U.S. information propagandists, Witchita linemen (Are take note.), Chicago policemen (SDS take note), protesters, Nixon fans, ticket-splitters, moo-kakers, writers for Laughter or giggers for write ins, re-runners, Timberly Lake counselors (call Bill Luking for details) and one cute St. Mary's student (if she exists).

I really think thin outfit in Denver may be on to something. Probing the possibilities of expanding upon their set-up, my mind simply reels. Wouldn't it be so much simpler, if instead of all the political showmanship, chicanery (shades of Buck Buckley) and outright stupidity (shades of Walter Lippmann associated with a student body presidential election, we had all the applicants send away coupons to a national agency or clearing house (No pun intended). All the key offices could be filled in order.

The candidates would be classified according to past job performance and systematically assigned a suitable role in next year's student government. For example, take a look at a few of the bright eager faces who have dramatically leaped upon the political scene and caught the public's fancy in the bustling race for SBP this year.

One has been a capable heavy-machine operator for a large reputable concern the past couple years. Through his experience, he has unearthed a good deal of dirt, and remains a bit soiled because of it. Another has specialized in hotel (or hall) mismanagement, and whose idealism has infected a whole chain of hotels with an exaggerated sense of importance. Also he has displayed an expertise as a weather man, with his head lost somewhere among the clouds.

A third has handled (and occasionally performed in) the spotlight for a circus sideshow, generally focusing in from the left. He has also appeared in a campus production of High Noon.

Granted, any decision distinguishing competence among these three heroes would perplex the most brilliant mind anywhere.

And of course, there are the others, whose backgrounds are shrouded in obscurity, and who, to quote a phrase popularized by Mad Magazine consist of "the usual gang of idiots." I'm sure a top-notch agency, however, could come up with some appropriate appointments, suitable to everyone.

The post of Student Union Director, would perhaps require more specialized talents—namely that he be a close friend of a machine operator, spotlight handler, or hotel manager. Anyone else's chances would be spoiled.

But, all things considered, I think the possibilities of national agency affiliation with student government positions, should be enthusiastically pursued. Maybe the Student Life Council could adopt this type of scheme on an experimental basis for one semester.

As I say "my mind simply reels."
The marrieds, Part I:

Five O’Clock World

by Ted Price, Campus Editor

This is the first installment of a five-part series on the married student at Notre Dame and St. Mary’s.

You don’t want to get married before you graduate. Or do you? You’ve been told all your life that people don’t marry until they are “of age” and even though you may be of age under the law, you shouldn’t take the plunge until you’re out of school.

At least that’s what you’ve been told.

But people do get married before they are finished school. All of us have friends who have decided not to wait. But probably after they are married we don’t get to talk to them the way we used to. They have their own home, and new responsibilities and they can’t just drop over on the spur of the moment and rap like they did before.

Which raises the first question: how are they getting along? Is it really all that bad? These are probably the first thoughts that come into your mind when you first see your now married buddy.

Marriage is a big step. It’s undoubtedly the biggest decision most of us will have to make in our lives. But at the same time we all know so little about it. Is it really true that if you marry young, you are automatically doomed to nuptial hell, that your life is irreparably ruined? Or is it on the other hand a big huge party all your problems are gone because now you have a partner to lean on?

The answer of course lies somewhere between the two extremes. You have entered an entirely new phase of your life. Its very style has changed in a manner that you probably had not expected. Both husband and wife must adjust to this different life style and must be ready to make constant readjustments later. But each will discover that most of the myths they believed as singles are simply not true.

Surprisingly enough, there is a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy in reverse here. When college students decide that they want to get married, they usually thought over the consequences rather thoroughly. They have been subjected to all the advice against marriage until after graduation. As a result, they are more ready to take on these predictions and more aware of the problems that they face.

But the manner in which they combat these problems may bring on a secondary set of requirements they may not have planned on at all. For example: John Doe is a full time student at Notre Dame. He is 21 years old, a senior. His wife Mary, 20, is a secretary downtown and must be to work at eight o’clock every morning. Since John’s first class is not before 9:30 on any day but Thursday, he is usually asleep when Mary leaves for work. For Mary, at 7:30 in the morning, marriage has not turned out to be the romantic idyll she had expected as a girl. But John and Mary are very happy together. They have found it different from what they had expected, but they do love each other and it is, after all, only temporary. Things will be better after graduation, when John begins his job with Business, Inc.

But let’s get back to the more basic problems. Primarily among these is, of course money. Two cannot live as cheaply as one. Two may be able to survive on what one lives on, but they will not be living.

How do all the Johns and Marys make ends meet? Do they have to get deeply into debt? How deeply? Or is it possible to get away almost scot-free?

On a tangent with the money angle is the question of housing. John doesn’t want to bring Mary into an old run down place, but how much will a nice apartment cost them? Can they afford it? Even if they can, will they be able to find a place?

There are about 740 married Notre Dame students, including graduates and undergraduates. St. Mary’s has 25. This means that between nine and ten percent of the total college community here is married. But they are an invisible group. Their problems, and their joys, those which we singles are most likely to share, are not really known. It is a subject we should all be interested in. Hopefully this series will satisfy that interest.

Tomorrow: The Big One: Money. How do John and Mary make it financially?
Uranus is distributed; attacks ND officials

The second issue of the anonymous "underground" publication, Uranus, was distributed in several halls on campus Saturday. The eight page mimeographed paper is a collection of the writings of an "underground" campus organization and is an obscene attack against the University, striking several University heads in particular.

The mimeographed paper's assaults are aimed particularly at Fr. Hesburgh, Fr. Joyce, Fr. McGrath, Fr. Ritchie, and Arthur Pears.

In the feature article, entitled "Teddy," the paper attacks Fr. Hesburgh for the "lack of good tastes" which Mr. Hesburgh manifests in the manner in which he conducts his own person.

The story directs its assault on the new buildings on campus which have been erected during Hesburgh's "reign." The article calls O'Shaughnessy the "third ugliest building in the world" and the Library, a "parody of the connection between football and Xianity manifested in a phallic form."

It continues, "The buddle also displays a mural, a wall breath, mural depicting various homosexual stances and lewd fetishes."

Fr. Hesburgh is also accused of suppressing a student publication which was pointedly heterosexual. "One can only assume in this instance that it was a threat to those ideals which he intends to perpetuate on this campus, namely homosexuality."

"Teddy" concludes, "He (Fr. Hesburgh) is wont to use a long cigarette holder which he fingers as he sits with legs crossed and postures with his pinky finger, a gesture rather reminiscent of a new york pimp."

In other articles, Uranus centers its attacks on campus demonstrations and police action regarding these demonstrations. Included were satirical articles filled with obscene language regarding the letter from President Nixon to Fr. Hesburgh. One story concerns the recent demonstrations at St. Mary's over the firing of teachers.

The masthead of Uranus reads "the weekly planet," and rumor has it that future issues of this publication are promised. A statement on the last page of Saturday's issue read, "If you haven't tasted Uranus, come back next week for our special SUPER DUPER anti-hesburgh issue!"


Student urges 'no vote in election'

Senior John C. McCoy has asked the student body in a mimeographed statement to vote "no" in the coming Student Body Presidential election.

McCoy cites examples from his four years at Notre Dame to prove the need for the radical changing of student government. Referring particularly to present SBP Richard Ronnie, McCoy stated that in Ronnie, "Notre Dame finally had a student representative who was willing to take the student's demands to the administration and fight for them."

The senior felt that Ronnie's first success, the Student Life Council, was the key to the abolishment of the position of SBP. The establishment of the SLC meant that the Student Body President was "no longer the student representative to the administration but rather one of eight such ambassadors."

McCoy then suggested a possible restructuring of Student Government. Referring to the Student Senate, he said that it "should be elected as close to the start of the spring semester as possible and would serve for the spring and fall semesters."

There would be an election in the spring among members of the Senate to determine the representatives to the SLC and the stay Senators.

He finished by submitting five major advantages in the suggested restructuring: 1) one election "will focus a great deal of attention on the candidates and their issues, 2) freshmen would have had one semester "to become acquainted with Notre Dame" before they would be called to make election day choices; 3) the candidates for the SLC will have had at least one semester "to prove themselves to the students by their work in Senate; 4) since the SLC representatives would also be Senators, "the representatives will be kept abreast of student opinion," 5) "finally, with the Senators starting their terms in the spring, the Union budget could be approved in the spring rather than in the fall after many expenditures have already been made."

Theatre tryouts

Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Theatre tryouts for CAMELOT will be held at Room 332, Morau, at 7:00 p.m.

Science lecture

Dr. Bandaru S. Reddy, Lobeonud Laboratory, will give a lecture entitled "Effects of Intestinal Microflora and Dietary Substrates on the Pancreatic and Mucosal Enzymes," in Room 123 Nieuwland at 4:10 p.m. Public is invited.

Viscose asticity

Dr. G. Asztaria, University of Naples, will give the first of three Peter C. Reilly lectures entitled "Viscose asticity: Kinematics and Dynamics," in the Conference Room of the Radiation Laboratory, at 4:10 p.m. Public is invited.

For Sale: Ted Kennedy bumper stickers

Mr. Quinnin

511 Enderly Street

Brownsburg, Indiana

2 for $1.00

For details about careers at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or write: Lionel M. Stevens, Manager, College Employment, 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019.

This GTO Could Be Yours

When You Drive Away In June!

Where can you grab such a beauty?

at Welter's Pontiac

1960 LWE

call 288-4381

see DAI T TUKO (N.D. '67) for that special students rate!

new or used cars

From 3:30 to Closing

ALL DAY SATURDAY

In other articles, Uranus reads "the weekly planet," and rumor has it that future issues of this publication are promised. A statement on the last page of Saturday's issue read, "If you haven't tasted Uranus, come back next week for our special SUPER DUPER anti-hesburgh issue!"
Aversive conditioning method used by smoking clinic

A Notre Dame student in the quadrangle reaches for a smoke, but then pauses to put a small beige pill in his mouth. In a South Bend bar, a man reaches in his shirt pocket for the familiar package, but stops instead gives himself three minor electrical shocks on the fingertips with a small black box. In a small, stuffy room, a half-dozen persons smoke hurriedly for ten minutes, blowing cigarette smoke at each other. Their eyes water, most are sweaty and some slightly nauseous. All of these persons have one thing in common: they are trying to give up smoking.

The technique they are using is called "aversive conditioning," and is being used by Dr. Thomas L. Whitman, assistant professor of psychology at Notre Dame. "Among the reasons people smoke," said Whitman, "it is because they find pleasure in it. We try to dissociate pleasure from smoking and associate discomfort—foul-tasting pills, shocks, nausea—with cigarettes."

Dr. Whitman has found that aversive conditioning is successful in causing an immediate reduction in smoking. The approach has on main defect, however. Subjects are not consistent in the self-administration of pain. His current research with counts cigarettes smoked (in its effect on an inhibiting factor) and a second group which takes the pill, known as Pronocytol, whenever they get the urge to smoke. The pill, which tastes like an unpleasant mixture of household spices, makes it difficult to finish a cigarette.

Whitman, a pack-a-day smoker until he quit two years ago, is cautiously optimistic about research on breaking the smoking habit. "We are getting to the point where we are noting some effective treatment techniques and it is now essentially a matter of perfecting them," he said.

Free U. offers
22 courses
Chairman Rick Libowitz has outlined 22 courses for the spring edition of the Free University Program.

The topics for the courses range from religion to politics to music to psychology to mechanics. In the introduction to the course catalogue, Libowitz says: "People ask, 'What is Free University?"' The answer may seem corny, but it's true. It's whatever you want it to be.

Most of the course leaders are students, although a few are professionals. According to Libowitz: "Free University is people who want to do something. Some have a talent they want to share others are looking to spread a personal gospel still others are trying to learn something and invite people to join them in the quest."

A sample of some of the courses: Meher Baba, a course trying to present an account of Baba's message of Love, Creative Problem Solving, Politics, ("How to Win Power and Influence People"), Liberation Thought, to liberate the white middle class student from his racist environment; Principles and Techniques of the Therapeutic Relationship, Sensitivity Group; Herman Hesse; Beginning Guitar, North Indian Music, Psychiatric Psychology. "As for the people who 'take' the courses," Libowitz says, "the reasons are numerous, to learn, to mock, to be 'in', the 'why' is different for every person."

US CARS
See—ED MORAN (N.D. '69) at John's Auto Sales

702 Mishawaka
phone 255-9342

Corner of Cedar & Mishawaka Ave.

ALSO: New Suzuki Bikes
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By TERRY O'NEIL
Opinion Spokesman Editor

CARBONDALE, 11. The 1968-69 Notre Dame basketball team, which was born in great expectation and lived in great frustration, expired Saturday in South Bend, Indiana.

Miami of Ohio sounded the death knell, 63-60, in an NCAA midwest regional contest. Irish head coach Johnny Dee knew why: "In basketball you have to do the three basics—handle the ball well, make your foul shots, and check out so your opponent doesn't get a second shot. We didn't do any of those very well today.

Implicit in his statement was the fact that the Redskins did do those things. Consider:

1) Although Miami held a slight (17-14) edge in turnovers, the Ohioans handled the ball very well late in the second half, killing the clock and preserving their lead. Thus, Notre Dame, desperate for possession, was forced to commit 15 fouls in the second half (compared to Miami's eight), which brings us to:

2) One of Dee's favorite analogies is, "You can't win in golf if you don't take your putt and you can't win in basketball if you don't make your free throws." Miami made 23 of 27 charity tosses overall and 10 of their last 12. The Irish hit 16 of 27 from the gift line and missed seven of their final seven.

3) "I think it's a pretty well-known fact," said Miami coach Tales Locke, "that when (Bob) Whitmore gets the ball in line, the Notre Dame center is likely to score. He can beat you outside, too, but at least he has to work for it out there. And you can usually prevent him from getting a second shot. We decided that if (Miami center Ray) Loucks could block out Whitmore on Notre Dame's offensive board, our forwards could do enough rebounding and scoring to keep us close. It was our understanding that (Bob) Centerman and they still bothering him," said Locke. (Dee says the ND captain has been operating at no more than 80 to 85 per cent this season.)

Miami's game plan worked. The center men battled to a near standstill. Redskins Walt Williams and Glen Pryor combined for 22 points and 15 rebounds. Notre Dame's Arzeno and Dwight Murphy totaled 22 tallies and 17 caroms.

But Loucks, a 6-10, 270 pound muscleman, did more than give Whitmore a physical pounding. He dropped in nine tallies and snared a game-high 14 rebounds. That was a lift the Redskins had not expected.

Dee might have included in his list of "basketball basics" another Miami forte—disciplined shooting. After mounting a seven-point lead midway through the second half, the Redskins stuck with ball control and did not abandon their strategy even when Notre Dame drew to within two at 2:11. Indeed, the second half shot chart shows that Miami made only eight field goal attempts from outside the lane after intermission.

The Redskins' poise, fine ball handling and accurate free throw shooting all were typified by the play of 5-9 Mike Wren. Wren was a key star in Athens, Ohio, where his father is baseball coach at Ohio University. He declined an athletic scholarship from the Bobcats and went to Miami without a grant.

He played with the freshmen squad. His salary was $20,000 money, but last winter, in what should have been his sophomore year, he was scholastically ineligible.

"He's a gym Rat," says coach Locke. "He loves to play the game so much that he spends too much time in the gym and not enough with the books.

"While he was ineligible last year, he almost transferred to Ohio. He was really depressed. I was recruiting in Vermont at the time and I must have spent a few hours on the phone, talking into his staying at MIami."

Wren was top scorer Saturday with 16 points, including 12 of 13 free throws. Had he gone to Ohio, this game might have ended with the Irish playing for a second straight title with Purdue Thursday.

But it's all over for Notre Dame and said that a 20-7 year ended in that fashion. We didn't exactly call the crowd of 9,600 apathetic, because there were those big cheers during the game—once when a group of SIU frat brothers held up a sign reading, "Salukis all the way in NIT!"; once when a gang of Murray State rooters (4,000 of the 7,000 member student body were there) held up a sign reading, "Racers No. 1!"; and once when the P.A. man announced that Southern Illinois' NCAA champion gymnastics team would give a trampoline exhibition at halftime.

There were three bands—Marquette's, Southern Illinois' and Murray's. ND had NBC, but the Nielsen must have been atrocious. There were perhaps 75 Irish students on hand, one cheerleader and, unforgivably, no trainer to examine injured Austin Carr.

In warmup just prior to the second half, Carr fractured a bone in his left foot again—the same bone he broke in practice Jan. 3. He played on it nearly two minutes of the half before going to the bench. "I was just making a left to right move and it snapped on me," said Carr. "It feels the same as the first time, except worse."

"Sure has been a great season for injuries," said Dee. "This is a team that really could have been champions. But they never had a chance to jell. Somebody was always out. We started 11 different ball players this season. We finally decided on a lineup and this was the only fourth or fifth game they started. They just never had a chance to get together."

"I feel especially bad for the seniors, guys like Arzeno, Murphy and Whitmore. They made a tremendous contribution to our program at Notre Dame and this is a tough way to have it end."

Johnny Dee walked over to a wansh. He pulled aside the curtain to reveal rainy, foggy Carbondale.

"We had hoped to get out of here on an airplane, but the weather's too bad. What a way to end the season--a five-hour train trip to Chicago and a bus ride to South Bend."

Notre Dame

**PLAYER** | **FG** | **FT** | **RB** | **TP**
---|---|---|---|---
Arzeno | 4-10 | 2-4 | 11 | 29
Morphy | 4-10 | 9-10 | 4 | 43
Whitmore | 5-15 | 3-6 | 6 | 13
Wren | 1-2 | 0-0 | 2 | 8
O'Connell | 4-6 | 0-1 | 2 | 8
O'Neill | 2-3 | 0-0 | 2 | 6
Jones | 1-2 | 0-0 | 3 | 5
Carson | 0-1 | 0-0 | 2 | 2

**TOTALS** | 22-67 | 16-27 | 36 | 63

Miami

**PLAYER** | **FG** | **FT** | **RB** | **TP**
---|---|---|---|---
Wren | 2-6 | 12-13 | 2 | 16
Faulk | 2-6 | 0-0 | 2 | 8
Murphy | 3-8 | 3-5 | 14 | 9
Lukacs | 3-8 | 3-5 | 13 | 9
Burkhart | 2-4 | 1-1 | 7 | 2
Ink | 2-6 | 0-0 | 12 | 2
**TOTALS** | 26-66 | 23-27 | 36 | 63

**Swimmers take first in Motor City Invitational**

Notre Dame's swimmers polished off their 1969 season this weekend with a convincing come from behind win in the Motor City Invitational meet at Detroit.

The Irish took the final three events of Saturday's competition to gather up thirty valuable points and a 163-156 margin over runner-up Oakland.

Freshman Frank Faulk lowered his varsity 200 yard butterfly mark to 2:08.0 for Notre Dame's first win of the meet. Faulk also placed fourth in the 1,650 yard freestyle in Friday night's competition.

Tom Roth contributed another Irish win in the 200 yard breaststroke with a time of 2:25.5. Notre Dame's other win came in the 400 yard freestyle relay.

Seniors Mike Davis, Vince Spohn, Mike O'Connor, and John May finished out the year with a strong victory in the Motor City Invitational meet.

Final scores for the meet were: Notre Dame, 606; Oakland, 156; Wayne State 1280; Albion 80; and Grand Valley State 60.

The Irish finished their dual meet season last weekend with a 6-6 record.

Disconsolate Austin Carr, a sneaker on his broken left foot, a loafer on his right one, exits Southern Illinois University Arena.